We give a rst-order coding without parameters of a copy of (N;+; ) in the computably enumerable weak truth table degrees. As a tool,we develop a theory of parameter de nable subsets.
Given a degree structure from computability theory, once the undecidability of its theory is known, an important further problem is the question of the actual complexity of the theory. If the structure is arithmetical, then its theory can be interpreted in true arithmetic, i.e. Th(N; +; ). Thus an upper bound is ; (!) , the complexity of Th(N; +; ). Here an interpretation of theories is a many{one reduction based on a computable map de ned on sentences in some natural way. An example of an arithmetical structure is D T ( ; 0 ), the Turing{ degrees of 0 2 {sets. Shore 16] proved that true arithmetic can be interpreted in Th(D T ( ; 0 )). A stronger result is interpretability without parameters of a copy of (N; +; ) in the structure (interpretability of structures is de ned in 8], Ch. 5). The main purpose of this paper is to prove such a result for the structure R wtt of computably enumerable weak truth table degrees. So far the undecidability of Th(R wtt ) is known 3]. This result brings a program closer to its completion which has been carried out by various researchers over the past years: to determine the complexity of the theory for structures from computability theory. We discuss some results. For the c.e. many{one and Turing degrees, it has been proved that a copy of (N; +; ) can be interpreted without parameters ( 13] and 14], respectively). For the c.e. truth{table degrees and the lattice E of c.e. sets under inclusion, interpretations of Th(N; +; ) in the theory have been given (for the rst, see 15] ; the second result is due to Harrington, see 7] ). In E one cannot interpret a copy of (N; +; ) 7], which shows that the stronger, model theoretic result is not always implied by the mere interpretability of the theory of (N; +; ). For the structures R m and R T of c.e. many{one and c.e. Turing degrees as well as for E, the methods employed (usually auxiliary codings of copies of (N; +; ) with parameters and uniform de nability results) have been used to obtain further results of a model theoretic avor about the structure (see the same references). For R T one obtained ;{ de nability of all jumps classes except Low 1 . For both R m and R T , restrictions on automorphisms were derived: each automorphism of R m is arithmetical on any proper initial interval, and, dually each automorphism of R T is arithmetical on any proper end interval (see 11] for the latter result). Finally for E one obtained elementary nonequivalence of relativizations. We hope that the new coding methods eventually lead to such results for R wtt .
Degree structures where so far only undecidability of the theory is known include the c.e. Q{ and btt{degrees ( 6] and 12]), as well as the enumeration degrees of (1) See Lachlan 9] for a proof in the nontrivial case of R wtt . As a tool for proving our main result we develop a theory of two sorts of parameter de nable subsets, using the distributivity of R wtt in an essential way. One of them is the class of EN-sets. EN-sets are relatively de nable without parameters in an end segment, i.e. an upward closed subset E of R wtt , while E is de nable from two parameters c;d. The number n 2 N will be represented by (parameters de ning) any ENset of size n, but there may also be in nite EN-sets. Using the combinatorics of EN-sets, we give rst-order de nitions in terms of parameters for whether two EN-sets have the same size, and of ternary relations corresponding to the operations + and which behave properly on the nite EN{sets. For instance, for +, we express that an EN-set is the disjoint union of two others. The second type of uniformly de nable set, called ID-set (\ID" stands for ideal) is needed to single out the nite EN-sets in a rst-order way. The concept of ID-sets is dual to that of EN-sets. Thus ID-sets are relatively de nable without parameters in an initial segment, actually in an ideal I, while I is de nable from two parameters c;d. To single out nite EN{sets, we will compare EN-sets to ID-sets, using uniformly de nable 1-1 maps between the rst and the second. The idea of representing a number n in a natural way by the class of EN-sets of that size sets our proof apart from the ones used for the other structures discussed above which make use of auxiliary codings of copies of (N; +; ) with parameters. However, this idea was rst used in 12] for the upper semilattice of c.e. equivalence relations modulo nite di erences. An important fact is that there is an easy way to produce nite EN-sets: each nite set of low degrees which pairwise join up to greatest c.e. wtt{degree is an EN-set (this uses an idea of Ambos{Spies). We rst use this fact to give a quite elementary new proof of undecidability for Th(R wtt ). Slightly re ning the proof yields the undecidability of 5 ? Th(R wtt ) as a partial order. In Lempp and Nies 10] a coding of nite bipartite graphs based on ID-sets is developed, which even yields the undecidability of 4 ? Th(R wtt ). The 2 -theory of R wtt as a partial order is decidable ( 2] Since x < 1, by Lemma 2.2 there is j such that x_p j < 1. Moreover, by Lemma 2.1 there is t such that, for all i 6 = j, t x _ p i and x _ p j _ t = 1. We can suppose that x t. By Lemma 2.2, x = inf k n x _ p k , so (x _ p j )^t = x. By nd x; 1], this implies t = 1, so x_p i = 1 for i 6 = j and x = inf k n x_p k = x_p j .
(ii) It is su cient to prove that x 2 I & nd 0; x] ) 9j x a j : Since x 2 I, x sup i n a i for some n. By distributivity, x = sup i n e a i for some e a i a i (i n). Since 0 < x, some e a j does not equal 0. By Lemma 2.1, e a j^s up i n;i6 =j e a i = 0, so nd 0; x] implies that e a i = 0 for i n; i 6 = j, hence x = e a j a j .
}
In the context of R wtt , we are able to give rst-order de nitions with parameters of the set E in (i) of the preceding Lemma, and also of I in (ii) if (a i ) is a nite or an in nite u.c.e. sequence. We use the following theorem of Ambos-Spies, Nies and Shore. (ii) Let I be the ideal generated by fa i g. It follows from (2) that I is We develop a scheme S C to code arbitrary relations between nite EN-sets. The coding methods of this section will also be used to obtain a coding of a copy of (N; +; ).
The abundance of EN-sets stems from the fact that each low p 2 R wtt satis es nd p;1] 1 . Thus, whenever p 0 ; : : : ; p n are low and p i _ p j = 1 for i 6 = j, then fp 0 ; : : : ; p n g is an EN-set. For each n, such wtt-degrees p 0 ; : : : ; p n can be easily obtained by the method of the Sacks splitting theorem (see Soare 18] ). In view of later applications, we will prove a more general version of this in Proposition 3.2 below. Proof. Choose c.e. sets U i 2 u i . We construct c.e. sets V j such that the statement of the theorem holds with v j = deg wtt (V j ). To achieve v j _ v j 0 = 1 (j 0 6 = j) we ensure that K = V j V j 0 (where K is some creative set). For nd v j ; 1], we make each V j low and apply Theorem 3.1. We meet the standard lowness requirements L e;j : 9 1 s feg Vj (e) s] is de ned ) feg Vj (e) converges :
Finally, for u i _ v j < 1 (0 i m; 0 j n) we meet the requirements N e;i;j : K 6 = e] Ui Vj ; by refraining from changing V j till a permanent disagreement occurs (or e] Ui Vj is partial). Let (R k ) be some priority listing of the L-type and N-type requirements. If R k is N e;i;j let length(k; s) = minfx : 8y < x K(y) = e] Ui Vj (y) s]; and let r(k; s) = maxf e] s (y) : y < length(k; s). If R k is a lowness requirement L e;j , the restraint associated with R k is r(k; s) = u(V j;s ; e; e; s):
Construction. At stage s+1, if K s = K s+1 do nothing. Else, say y is the unique element in K s+1 ? K s . Determine the minimal k such that y < r(k; s). If k fails to exist enumerate y into all sets V j . Else let j be the number such that R k = L e;j or R k = N e;i;j for some e; i. Then V j is the set such that enumerating y into V j would violate r(k; s). So enumerate y into V j 0 , for each j 0 6 = j. This completes the description of the construction.
Clearly K = V j V j 0 for j 6 = j 0 . By induction on k we prove: Lemma 3.3 Let k 0.
(i) The requirement R k is met.
(ii) r(k) = lim s r(k; s) exists and is nite. Proof. Assume the Lemma holds for all h < k. Choose a stage s 0 such that for all h < k, r(h; s 0 ) has reached the limit, and K does not change below max h<k r(h) at any stage s s 0 . Then at no stage s s 0 can any number y < r(k; s) enter V j , where j is determined from k as in the construction: j is the number such that R k = L e;j or R k = N e;i;j for some e; i.
If R k = L e;j , then R k is met, because if ever feg Vj s] converges for s s 0 , then this computation is preserved. Hence also r(k; s) reaches its limit. Now suppose that R k = N e;i;j . For (i), assume for a contradiction that K = e] Ui Vj . Then lim suplength(k; s) = 1:
We obtain a wtt-reduction of K to U j as follows: given an input y, compute s s 0 
such that length(k; s) > y and U i d e](y) = U i;s d e](y). Then r(k; t) e](y) for all t s, so (by he monotonicity of the function e]) e] Ui Vj dy + 1 is
protected from changing at stages s. So K(y) = e] Ui Vj (y) s]. Since u i < 1, we conclude that N e;i;j is met.
For (ii), let x be least such that K(x) 6 = e] Ui Vj (x). Let s 1 s 0 be least such that, e](x) is de ned, then K(x) and U i V j d e](x) have reached their nal values at s 1 . Then length(k; s) x from s 1 on, hence r(k; s) reaches it limit. } Our next goal is to code relations between arbitrary nite EN-sets. Proposition 3.4 There is a scheme S C for coding objects of the form (P 0 ; P 1 ; R) in R wtt , where P 0 ; P 1 are EN-sets, which has the following property: if P 0 ; P 1 are nite, then for any R P 0 P 1 , (P 0 ; P 1 ; R) can be coded.
Proof. S C contains parameters c 0 ; d 0 ; c 1 ; d 1 coding P 0 ; P 1 and further parameters for the relation R. Suppose that P 0 = fp 0 ; : : : ; p n g and P 1 = fq 0 ; : : : ; q m g.
First we assume that, in addition, p i _ q j < 1 for all i; j: (4) We will reduce the general case to this.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.6(ii) there are g;h such that E(g; h) = E(fp i _ q j : Rp i q j g):
We claim that Then in this special case each R P 0 P 1 can be coded via e ' rel . To remove the restriction (4) we imposed, we interpolate with a third EN-set.
By Proposition 3.2, there is an EN-set v 0 ; : : : ; v n such that, for all k n, p i _ v k < 1 and q j _ v k < 1 (i n; j m). 
}
The following proof is somewhat more elementary than the previously known ones, because it only uses the exact pair theorem 2.5, the technique of the Sacks splitting theorem and Theorem 3.1 (i.e. the technique of the Lachlan non-diamond theorem) as the recursion theoretic ingredients. We will use nite EN-sets to represent numbers. The scheme S C from Proposition 3.4 enables us to express by a rst-order condition on parameters that EN-sets have the same cardinality, and also the arithmetical operations. In the end we face the harder problem to single out nite EN-sets. (Note that, even if our examples were all nite, there is no reason to believe that all the de ned via the scheme for EN-sets in De nition 2.7 are nite.) We introduce the formulas without parameters to code (N; +; ). We use formulas ' num (x); ' = (x; e y); ' + (x; y; z) and ' (x; y; z), where w stands for a pair of variables w 0 ; w 1 which represent an exact pair needed to code an EN-set. The formula ' num (x) will be considered last, but of course it will imply the correctness condition for S P , since x is thought of as coding an EN-set.
Equality
Let ' (x; y) be a formula expressing 9C C is bijection P x 7 ! P y ]; using the scheme S C from Proposition 3.4. By that proposition, if P a and P e are nite, then jP a j = jP e j , R wtt j = ' (a; e):
The arithmetical operations
Let ' + (x; y; z) be a formula expressing that P z can be partitioned into two sets of the same size as P x and P y , respectively:
It can easily be checked that, for nite P a ; P e ; P c jP a j + jP e j = jP c j , R wtt j = ' + (a; e;c):
For the direction from left to right one uses that subsets of P c are again EN-sets. For ' (x; y; z) we say in terms of de nable projection maps that P z has the same size as the cartesian product P x P y . Thus ' (x; y; z) expresses 9C 1 9C 2 C 1 : P z 7 ! P x onto & C 2 : P z 7 ! P y onto & 8a 2 P x 8b 2 P y 9!q 2 P z C 1 (q) = a & C 2 (q) = b]:
Then, for nite P a ; P e ; P c jP a jjP e j = jP c j , R wtt j = ' (a; e;c):
Recognizing niteness
To recognize in a rst-order way that an EN-set coded by two parameters is nite, the idea is to compare EN-sets to fragments of a uniformly de nable subclass of the ID-sets. ID-sets are not as easy to construct as EN-sets, but a more involved construction actually yields a u.c.e. in nite ID-set Z = fa i : i 2 Ng:
To specify the uniformly de nable subclass of the class of ID-sets we will impose Being good can be expressed by a rst-order condition on c;d. Moreover, (i) implies that Z is in nite: else x = sup Z is below c;d, contrary to (i).
We will prove that any u.c.e ID-set Z of low wtt-degrees is good, when de ned from an exact pair for the For the other direction, let a;b be an exact pair coding the set Z obtained from the Main Lemma 4.2. If x a;b, then x a 0 ; : : : ; a n for some n. By Lemma 2.1, a k^x = 0 for all k > n, so Z \ 0;x] is nite. Thus P is nite. } Finally, we supply the proof that any in nite u.c.e. ID-set Z of low wtt-degrees is good. Let Z be such a set, coded by an exact pair a;b. By a similar argument as above, Z \ 0;x] is nite for any x a;b. Since all degrees in Z are low and the nite EN{sets are closed downwards, it is now su cient to prove the following.
Lemma 4.5 Suppose that a 0 ; : : : ; a n are low pairwise incomparable degrees in R wtt . Then there is an EN-set v 0 ; : : : ; v n such that a i v j , i = j: Proof. Choose c.e. sets A i 2 a i . We construct c.e. sets V j such that the statement of the theorem holds with v j = deg wtt (A j V j ). Clearly a i v i . To ensure a i 6 v j for i 6 = j, we meet the requirements N e;i;j : A i 6 = e] Aj Vj (i 6 = j); by the same strategy as in the proof of Proposition 3.2: refrain from changing V j till a permanent disagreement occurs. We will de ne some priority listing (R k ) k2N of all the requirements. If R k is N e;i;j let length(k; s) = minfx : 8y < x A i (y) = e] Aj Vj (y) s]; and let r(k; s) = maxf e] s (y) : y < length(k; s)g. To achieve v j _v j 0 = 1 (j 0 6 = j) as in Proposition 3.2 we ensure that K = V j V j 0 . For nd v j ; 1], we make each A j V j low and apply Theorem 3.1. Lowness is achieved by the side e ects of the \pseudolowness requirements" L e;j : 9 1 s feg Aj Vj (e) s] is de ned ) feg Aj Vj (e) converges :
While L e;j may fail to be met, it will produce enough restraint to ensure (A j V j ) 0 T ; 0 . We use a standard technique introduced by Robinson. By the recursion theorem, we can assume that the sets V 0 ; : : : ; V n with speci c enumerations are given (see comment at the end). Since each set A i (i n) is low, the following property of e; j and a b) g(e s; e; i; t) = 1. Since (6) is equivalent to lim t g(e s; e; j; t) = 1 and the computation at s seems to provide a witness for (6), one of the two cases has to apply. In Case a) let r(k; s) = 0, while in Case b) r(k; s) = u. Now, if K s = K s+1 terminate stage s+1 here. Else, say y is the unique element in K s+1 ? K s . Determine the minimal k such that y < r(k; s). If k fails to exist enumerate y into all the sets V j . Else let j be the number such that R k = L e;j or R k = N e;i;j for some e; i. Enumerate y into V j 0 , for each j 0 6 = j. Initialize all the lowness requirements R 0 k , k 0 > k. This completes the description of the construction. Lemma 4.6 Let k 0.
(i) If R k is N e;i;j , then the requirement R k is met.
(ii) r(k) = lim s r(k; s) exists and is nite.
Proof. Assume the Lemma holds for all h < k. Choose a stage s 0 such that for all h < k, r(h; s 0 ) has reached the limit, and K does not change below max h<k r(h) at any stage s s 0 . If R k is N e;i;j , we can prove (i) and (ii) as in Proposition 3.2. In particular, if A i = e] Aj Vj , then one can obtain a wtt reduction procedure of A i to A j , contrary to the assumption that a i ; a j are incomparable. Now suppose that R k is L e;j . We have to show that lim s r(k; s) is nite. Let e s be the greatest stage where R k is initialized (necessarily e s s 0 ), and pick s s 0 where g(e s; e; j; s) has reached its limit. If the limit is 0, then r(k; t) = 0 for all t s. Else, by (6) and the de nition of g there is a least stage t e s such that feg Aj Vj (e) t] is de ned via an A j -correct computation with use u .
Then at stage t we de ne r(k; t) = u. Since R k is not initialized at stages > e s, the computation feg Aj Vj (e) t] is preserved. So r(k; s) = u for all s t. } Lemma 4.7 A j V j is low for each j n.
Proof. Given e, we have to determine with a ; 0 -oracle whether feg Aj Vj (e)
converges. Let k be such that R k is L e;j . Note that, in the proof of the preceding lemma, we can determine e s using a ; 0 -oracle. Then, by (6), lim t g(e s; e; j; t) = 0 ) feg Aj Vj (e) diverges, and by the argument above, lim t g(e s; e; j; t) = 1 ) feg Aj Vj (e) converges.
The use of the recursion theorem deserves a comment: We are given some c.e. sets V 0 ; : : : ; V n via a partial recursive enumeration function which maps s to a strong index for V 0 : : : V n s]. From this the construction produces a similar enumeration e for sets e V 0 ; : : : ; e V n . By the recursion theorem, there must be such that e = , and in particular V j = e V j for j n. The function g actually contains an extra argument, namely an index for , and in the discussion above we assume that this extra argument is an index such that e = .
}
